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Scala Tutorial People
Presents an introduction to the new programming language for the Java Platform.
Why learn Scala? You don’t need to be a data scientist or distributed computing expert
to appreciate this object-oriented functional programming language. This practical book
provides a comprehensive yet approachable introduction to the language, complete
with syntax diagrams, examples, and exercises. You’ll start with Scala's core types and
syntax before diving into higher-order functions and immutable data structures. Author
Jason Swartz demonstrates why Scala’s concise and expressive syntax make it an
ideal language for Ruby or Python developers who want to improve their craft, while its
type safety and performance ensures that it’s stable and fast enough for any
application. Learn about the core data types, literals, values, and variables Discover
how to think and write in expressions, the foundation for Scala's syntax Write higherorder functions that accept or return other functions Become familiar with immutable
data structures and easily transform them with type-safe and declarative operations
Create custom infix operators to simplify existing operations or even to start your own
domain-specific language Build classes that compose one or more traits for full
reusability, or create new functionality by mixing them in at instantiation
If you've had trouble trying to learn Functional Programming (FP), you're not alone. In
this book, Alvin Alexander -- author of the Scala Cookbook and former teacher of Java
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and Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) classes -- writes about his own problems in
trying to understand FP, and how he finally conquered it. What he originally learned is
that experienced FP developers are driven by two goals: to use only immutable values,
and write only pure functions. What he later learned is that they have these goals as the
result of another larger goal: they want all of their code to look and work just like
algebra. While that sounds simple, it turns out that these goals require them to use
many advanced Scala features -- which they often use all at the same time. As a result,
their code can look completely foreign to novice FP developers. As Mr. Alexander
writes, "When you first see their code it's easy to ask, 'Why would anyone write code
like this?'" Mr. Alexander answers that "Why?" question by explaining the benefits of
writing pure functional code. Once you understand those benefits -- your motivation for
learning FP -- he shares five rules for programming in the book: All fields must be
immutable ('val' fields). All functions must be pure functions. Null values are not
allowed. Whenever you use an 'if' you must also use an 'else'. You won't create OOP
classes that encapsulate data and behavior; instead you'll design data structures using
Scala 'case' classes, and write pure functions that operate on those data structures. In
the book you'll see how those five, simple rules naturally lead you to write pure,
functional code that reads like algebra. He also shares one more Golden Rule for
learning: Always ask "Why"? Lessons in the book include: How and why to write only
pure functions Why pure function signatures are much more important than OOP
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method signatures Why recursion is a natural tool for functional programming, and how
to write recursive algorithms Because the Scala 'for' expression is so important to FP,
dozens of pages explain the details of how it works In the end you'll see that monads
aren't that difficult because they're a natural extension of the Five Rules The book
finishes with lessons on FP data modeling, and two main approaches for organizing
your pure functions As Mr. Alexander writes, "In this book I take the time to explain all
of the concepts that are used to write FP code in Scala. As I learned from my own
experience, once you understand the Five Rules and the small concepts, you can
understand Scala/FP." Please note that because of the limits on how large a printed
book can be, the paperback version does not include all of the chapters that are in the
Kindle eBook. The following lessons are not in the paperback version: Grandma's
Cookies (a story about pure functions) The ScalaCheck lessons The Type Classes
lessons The appendices Because those lessons didn' fit in the print version, they have
been made freely available online. (Alvin Alexander (alvinalexander.com) wrote the
popular Scala Cookbook for O'Reilly, and also self-published two other books, How I
Sold My Business: A Personal Diary, and A Survival Guide for New Consultants.)
If you build your Scala application through Test-Driven Development, you’ll quickly see
the advantages of testing before you write production code. This hands-on book shows
you how to create tests with ScalaTest and the Specs2—two of the best testing
frameworks available—and how to run your tests in the Simple Build Tool (SBT)
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designed specifically for Scala projects. By building a sample digital jukebox
application, you’ll discover how to isolate your tests from large subsystems and
networks with mocking code, and how to use the ScalaCheck library for automated
specification-based testing. If you’re familiar with Scala, Ruby, or Python, this book is
for you. Get an overview of Test-Driven Development Start a simple project with SBT
and create tests before you write code Dive into SBT’s basic commands, interactive
mode, packaging, and history Use ScalaTest both in the command line and with SBT,
and learn how to incorporate JUnit and TestNG Work with the Specs2 framework,
including Specification styles, matchers DSLs, and Data Tables Understand mocking by
using Java frameworks EasyMock and Mockito, and the Scala-only framework
ScalaMock Automate testing by using ScalaCheck to generate fake data
Build, process and analyze large-scale graph data effectively with Spark About This
Book Find solutions for every stage of data processing from loading and transforming
graph data to Improve the scalability of your graphs with a variety of real-world
applications with complete Scala code. A concise guide to processing large-scale
networks with Apache Spark. Who This Book Is For This book is for data scientists and
big data developers who want to learn the processing and analyzing graph datasets at
scale. Basic programming experience with Scala is assumed. Basic knowledge of
Spark is assumed. What You Will Learn Write, build and deploy Spark applications with
the Scala Build Tool. Build and analyze large-scale network datasets Analyze and
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transform graphs using RDD and graph-specific operations Implement new custom
graph operations tailored to specific needs. Develop iterative and efficient graph
algorithms using message aggregation and Pregel abstraction Extract subgraphs and
use it to discover common clusters Analyze graph data and solve various data science
problems using real-world datasets. In Detail Apache Spark is the next standard of
open-source cluster-computing engine for processing big data. Many practical
computing problems concern large graphs, like the Web graph and various social
networks. The scale of these graphs - in some cases billions of vertices, trillions of
edges - poses challenges to their efficient processing. Apache Spark GraphX API
combines the advantages of both data-parallel and graph-parallel systems by efficiently
expressing graph computation within the Spark data-parallel framework. This book will
teach the user to do graphical programming in Apache Spark, apart from an
explanation of the entire process of graphical data analysis. You will journey through
the creation of graphs, its uses, its exploration and analysis and finally will also cover
the conversion of graph elements into graph structures. This book begins with an
introduction of the Spark system, its libraries and the Scala Build Tool. Using a handson approach, this book will quickly teach you how to install and leverage Spark
interactively on the command line and in a standalone Scala program. Then, it presents
all the methods for building Spark graphs using illustrative network datasets. Next, it will
walk you through the process of exploring, visualizing and analyzing different network
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characteristics. This book will also teach you how to transform raw datasets into a
usable form. In addition, you will learn powerful operations that can be used to
transform graph elements and graph structures. Furthermore, this book also teaches
how to create custom graph operations that are tailored for specific needs with
efficiency in mind. The later chapters of this book cover more advanced topics such as
clustering graphs, implementing graph-parallel iterative algorithms and learning
methods from graph data. Style and approach A step-by-step guide that will walk you
through the key ideas and techniques for processing big graph data at scale, with
practical examples that will ensure an overall understanding of the concepts of Spark.
Summary Scala in Depth is a unique new book designed to help you integrate Scala
effectively into your development process. By presenting the emerging best practices
and designs from the Scala community, it guides you through dozens of powerful
techniques example by example. About the Book Scala is a powerful JVM language
that blends the functional and OO programming models. You'll have no trouble getting
introductions to Scala in books or online, but it's hard to find great examples and
insights from experienced practitioners. You'll find them in Scala in Depth. There's little
heavy-handed theory here—just dozens of crisp, practical techniques for coding in
Scala. Written for readers who know Java, Scala, or another OO language. Purchase of
the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from
Manning. Also available is all code from the book. What's Inside Concise, expressive,
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and readable code style How to integrate Scala into your existing Java projects Scala's
2.8.0 collections API How to use actors for concurrent programming Mastering the
Scala type system Scala's OO features—type member inheritance, multiple inheritance,
and composition Functional concepts and patterns—immutability, applicative functors,
and monads ========================================?========== Table
of Contents Scala—a blended language The core rules Modicum of style—coding
conventions Utilizing object orientation Using implicits to write expressive code The
type system Using implicits and types together Using the right collection Actors
Integrating Scala with Java Patterns in functional programming
“Big data” has become a commonly used term to describe large-scale and complex
data sets which are difficult to manage and analyze using standard data management
methodologies. With applications across sectors and fields of study, the implementation
and possible uses of big data are limitless. Effective Big Data Management and
Opportunities for Implementation explores emerging research on the ever-growing field
of big data and facilitates further knowledge development on methods for handling and
interpreting large data sets. Providing multi-disciplinary perspectives fueled by
international research, this publication is designed for use by data analysts, IT
professionals, researchers, and graduate-level students interested in learning about the
latest trends and concepts in big data.
Learn the art of building intricate, modern, scalable, and concurrent applications using
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Scala About This Book Make the most of Scala by understanding its philosophy and
harnessing the power of multicores Get acquainted with cutting-edge technologies in
the field of concurrency, through practical, real-world applications Get this step-by-step
guide packed with pragmatic examples Who This Book Is For If you are a Scala
programmer with no prior knowledge about concurrent programming, or seeking to
broaden your existing knowledge about concurrency, this book is for you. Basic
knowledge of the Scala programming language will be helpful. Also if you have a solid
knowledge in another programming language, such as Java, you should find this book
easily accessible. What You Will Learn Get to grips with the fundamentals of concurrent
programming on modern multiprocessor systems Build high-performance concurrent
systems from simple, low-level concurrency primitives Express asynchrony in
concurrent computations with futures and promises Seamlessly accelerate sequential
programs by using data-parallel collections Design safe, scalable, and easy-tocomprehend in-memory transactional data models Transparently create distributed
applications that scale across multiple machines Integrate different concurrency
frameworks together in large applications Develop and implement scalable and easy-tounderstand concurrent applications in Scala 2.12 In Detail Scala is a modern,
multiparadigm programming language designed to express common programming
patterns in a concise, elegant, and type-safe way. Scala smoothly integrates the
features of object-oriented and functional languages. In this second edition, you will find
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updated coverage of the Scala 2.12 platform. The Scala 2.12 series targets Java 8 and
requires it for execution. The book starts by introducing you to the foundations of
concurrent programming on the JVM, outlining the basics of the Java Memory Model,
and then shows some of the classic building blocks of concurrency, such as the atomic
variables, thread pools, and concurrent data structures, along with the caveats of
traditional concurrency. The book then walks you through different high-level
concurrency abstractions, each tailored toward a specific class of programming tasks,
while touching on the latest advancements of async programming capabilities of Scala.
It also covers some useful patterns and idioms to use with the techniques described.
Finally, the book presents an overview of when to use which concurrency library and
demonstrates how they all work together, and then presents new exciting approaches
to building concurrent and distributed systems. Style and approach The book provides
a step-by-step introduction to concurrent programming. It focuses on easy-tounderstand examples that are pragmatic and applicable to real-world applications.
Different topics are approached in a bottom-up fashion, gradually going from the
simplest foundations to the most advanced features.
Packed with examples and exercises, Get Programming with Scala is perfect starting
point for developers with some OO knowledge who want to learn this multi-style
programming language for the JVM, and pick up a few FP skills along the way. Master
Scala, and you'll be well-equipped to match your programming approach to the type of
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problem you're dealing with. Packed with examples and exercises, Get Programming
with Scala is perfect starting point for developers with some OO knowledge who want to
learn this multi-style programming language for the JVM, and pick up a few FP skills
along the way. Master Scala, and you'll be well-equipped to match your programming
approach to the type of problem you're dealing with. Get Programming with Scala
teaches you the core skills you'll need to code with Scala. You'll start by reviewing OOP
concepts in the Scala language. Then, you'll gradually open up the world of functional
programming. You'll explore functions and types and learn how to combine them to
create powerful, flexible abstractions. Scala can be daunting at first, especially if you're
seeing FP ideas for the first time. Fortunately, with the examples and exercises in this
book, you'll get over the initial learning hump quickly and start doing interesting projects
before you know it! Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle,
and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
This practically-focused textbook presents a concise tutorial on data structures and
algorithms using the object-functional language Scala. The material builds upon the
foundation established in the title Programming with Scala: Language Exploration by
the same author, which can be treated as a companion text for those less familiar with
Scala. Topics and features: discusses data structures and algorithms in the form of
design patterns; covers key topics on arrays, lists, stacks, queues, hash tables, binary
trees, sorting, searching, and graphs; describes examples of complete and running
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applications for each topic; presents a functional approach to implementations for data
structures and algorithms (excepting arrays); provides numerous challenge exercises
(with solutions), encouraging the reader to take existing solutions and improve upon
them; offers insights from the author’s extensive industrial experience; includes a
glossary, and an appendix supplying an overview of discrete mathematics. Highlighting
the techniques and skills necessary to quickly derive solutions to applied problems, this
accessible text will prove invaluable to time-pressured students and professional
software engineers.
When it comes to big data processing, we can no longer ignore concurrency or try to
add it in after the fact. Fortunately, the solution is not a new paradigm of development,
but rather an old one. With this hands-on guide, Java and Scala developers will learn
how to embrace concurrent and distributed applications with the open source Akka
toolkit. You’ll learn how to put the actor model and its associated patterns to immediate
and practical use. Throughout the book, you’ll deal with an analogous workforce
problem: how to schedule a group of people across a variety of projects while
optimizing their time and skillsets. This example will help you understand how Akka
uses actors, streams, and other tools to stitch your application together. Model software
that reflects the real world with domain-driven design Learn principles and practices for
implementing individual actors Unlock the real potential of Akka with patterns for
combining multiple actors Understand the consistency tradeoffs in a distributed system
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Use several Akka methods for isolating and dealing with failures Explore ways to build
systems that support availability and scalability Tune your Akka application for
performance with JVM tools and dispatchers
This book is intended for the intermediate Scala programmer who is interested in
functional programming and works mainly on the web service backend side. Ideally she
has experience with libraries like Akka HTTP and Slick which are in heavy use in that
area. However maybe you have wondered if we can't do better even though
aforementioned projects are battle tested and proven. The answer to this can be found
in this book which is intended to be read from cover to cover in the given order. Within
the book the following libraries will be used: Cats, Cats Effect, http4s, Doobie, Refined,
fs2, tapir, Monocle and probably others. ;-) Code and book source can be found in the
author's github account.
Summary Lift in Action is a step-by-step exploration of the Lift framework. It moves
through the subject quickly using carefully crafted, well-explained examples that make
you comfortable from the start. This book is written for developers who are new to both
Scala and Lift. About the Technology Lift is a Scala-based web framework designed for
extremely interactive and engaging web applications. It's highly scalable, productionready, and will run in any servlet container. And Lift's convention-over-configuration
approach lets you avoid needless work. About this Book Lift in Action is a step-by-step
exploration of the Lift framework. It moves through the subject quickly using carefully
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crafted, well-explained examples that make you comfortable from the start. You'll follow
an entertaining Travel Auction application that covers the core concepts and shows up
architectural and development strategies. Handy appendixes offer a Scala crash course
and guidance for setting up a good coding environment. This book is written for
developers who are new to both Scala and Lift and covers just enough Scala to get you
started. Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle
eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book. What's Inside Complete
coverage of the Lift framework Security, maintainability, and performance Integration
and scaling Covers Lift 2.x Table of Contents PART 1 GETTING STARTED Introducing
Lift Hello Lift PART 2 APPLICATION TUTORIAL The auction application Customers,
auctions, and bidding Shopping basket and checkout PART 3 LIFT IN DETAIL
Common tasks with Lift WebKit SiteMap and access control HTTP in Lift AJAX, wiring,
and Comet Persistence with Mapper Persistence with Record
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Used by
sites as varied as Twitter, GitHub, Disney, and Airbnb, Ruby on Rails is one of the most
popular frameworks for developing web applications, but it can be challenging to learn
and use. Whether you’re new to web development or new only to Rails, Ruby on
Rails™ Tutorial, Fourth Edition, is the solution. Best-selling author and leading Rails
developer Michael Hartl teaches Rails by guiding you through the development of three
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example applications of increasing sophistication. The tutorial’s examples focus on the
general principles of web development needed for virtually any kind of website. The
updates to this edition include full compatibility with Rails 5, a division of the largest
chapters into more manageable units, and a huge number of new exercises
interspersed in each chapter for maximum reinforcement of the material. This
indispensable guide provides integrated tutorials not only for Rails, but also for the
essential Ruby, HTML, CSS, and SQL skills you need when developing web
applications. Hartl explains how each new technique solves a real-world problem, and
then he demonstrates it with bite-sized code that’s simple enough to understand, yet
novel enough to be useful. Whatever your previous web development experience, this
book will guide you to true Rails mastery. This book will help you Install and set up your
Rails development environment, including pre-installed integrated development
environment (IDE) in the cloud Go beyond generated code to truly understand how to
build Rails applications from scratch Learn testing and test-driven development (TDD)
Effectively use the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern Structure applications using
the REST architecture Build static pages and transform them into dynamic ones Master
the Ruby programming skills all Rails developers need Create high-quality site layouts
and data models Implement registration and authentication systems, including
validation and secure passwords Update, display, and delete users Upload images in
production using a cloud storage service Implement account activation and password
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reset, including sending email with Rails Add social features and microblogging,
including an introduction to Ajax Record version changes with Git and create a secure
remote repository at Bitbucket Deploy your applications early and often with Heroku
Save time and trouble building object-oriented, functional, and concurrent applications
with Scala. The latest edition of this comprehensive cookbook is packed with more than
250 ready-to-use recipes and 1,000 code examples to help you solve the most common
problems when working with Scala 3 and its popular libraries. Scala changes the way
you think about programming--and that's a good thing. Whether you're working on web,
big data, or distributed applications, this cookbook provides recipes based on real-world
scenarios for both experienced Scala developers and programmers just learning to use
this JVM language. Author Alvin Alexander includes practical solutions from his
experience using Scala for component-based, highly scalable applications that support
concurrency and distribution. Recipes cover: Strings, numbers, and control structures
Classes, methods, objects, traits, packaging, and imports Functional programming
techniques Scala's wealth of collections classes and methods Building and publishing
Scala applications with sbt Actors and concurrency with Scala Future and Akka Typed
Popular libraries, including Spark, Scala.js, Play Framework, and GraalVM Types, such
as variance, givens, intersections, and unions Best practices, including pattern
matching, modules, and functional error handling
Summary A tutorial about effectively building Scala projects, sbt in Action introduces
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the sbt tool with a simple project that establishes the fundamentals of running
commands and tasks. Next, it shows you how to use the peripheral libraries in sbt to
make common tasks simpler. Finally, it covers how to deploy software effectively. You'll
learn to appreciate how sbt improves the process of developing software, not just
running builds. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology sbt is a build tool
native to Scala that can transform any build scenario into a streamlined, automated,
and repeatable process. Its interactive shell lets you customize your builds on the fly,
and with sbt's unique incremental compilation feature, you can update only the parts of
your project that change, without having to rebuild everything. Mastering sbt, along with
the right patterns and best practices, is guaranteed to save you time and trouble on
every project. About the Book sbt in Action, first and foremost, teaches you how to build
Scala projects effectively. It introduces the sbt tool with a simple project that establishes
the fundamentals of running commands and tasks. Next, it shows you how to use the
peripheral libraries in sbt to make common tasks simpler. Along the way, you'll work
through real projects that demonstrate how to build and deploy your projects regardless
of development methodology or process. What's Inside Master sbt's loosely coupled
libraries Effectively manage dependencies Automate and simplify your builds
Customize builds and tasks About the Reader Readers should be comfortable reading
Scala code. No experience with sbt required. About the Authors Josh Suereth is an
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engineer at Typesafe and the author of Manning's Scala in Depth. Matthew Farwell is a
senior developer and the author of the Scalastyle style checker.Table of Contents
PART 1 WHY SBT? Why sbt? Getting started PART 2 UNDERSTANDING SBT'S
CORE CONCEPTS Core concepts The default build PART 3 WORKING WITH SBT
Testing The IO and Process libraries Accepting user input Using plugins and external
libraries Debugging your build PART 4 EXTENDING SBT Automating workflows with
commands Defining a plugin PART 5 DEPLOYING YOUR PROJECTS Distributing your
projects

Leverage Scala and Machine Learning to study and construct systems that can
learn from data About This Book Explore a broad variety of data processing,
machine learning, and genetic algorithms through diagrams, mathematical
formulation, and updated source code in Scala Take your expertise in Scala
programming to the next level by creating and customizing AI applications
Experiment with different techniques and evaluate their benefits and limitations
using real-world applications in a tutorial style Who This Book Is For If you're a
data scientist or a data analyst with a fundamental knowledge of Scala who
wants to learn and implement various Machine learning techniques, this book is
for you. All you need is a good understanding of the Scala programming
language, a basic knowledge of statistics, a keen interest in Big Data processing,
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and this book! What You Will Learn Build dynamic workflows for scientific
computing Leverage open source libraries to extract patterns from time series
Write your own classification, clustering, or evolutionary algorithm Perform
relative performance tuning and evaluation of Spark Master probabilistic models
for sequential data Experiment with advanced techniques such as regularization
and kernelization Dive into neural networks and some deep learning architecture
Apply some basic multiarm-bandit algorithms Solve big data problems with Scala
parallel collections, Akka actors, and Apache Spark clusters Apply key learning
strategies to a technical analysis of financial markets In Detail The discovery of
information through data clustering and classification is becoming a key
differentiator for competitive organizations. Machine learning applications are
everywhere, from self-driving cars, engineering design, logistics, manufacturing,
and trading strategies, to detection of genetic anomalies. The book is your one
stop guide that introduces you to the functional capabilities of the Scala
programming language that are critical to the creation of machine learning
algorithms such as dependency injection and implicits. You start by learning data
preprocessing and filtering techniques. Following this, you'll move on to
unsupervised learning techniques such as clustering and dimension reduction,
followed by probabilistic graphical models such as Naive Bayes, hidden Markov
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models and Monte Carlo inference. Further, it covers the discriminative
algorithms such as linear, logistic regression with regularization, kernelization,
support vector machines, neural networks, and deep learning. You'll move on to
evolutionary computing, multibandit algorithms, and reinforcement learning.
Finally, the book includes a comprehensive overview of parallel computing in
Scala and Akka followed by a description of Apache Spark and its ML library.
With updated codes based on the latest version of Scala and comprehensive
examples, this book will ensure that you have more than just a solid fundamental
knowledge in machine learning with Scala. Style and approach This book is
designed as a tutorial with hands-on exercises using technical analysis of
financial markets and corporate data. The approach of each chapter is such that
it allows you to understand key concepts easily.
Master the fundamentals of Scala and understand its emphasis on functional
programming that sets it apart from Java. This book will help you translate what
you already know in Java to Scala to start your functional programming journey.
Learn Scala is split into four parts: a tour of Scala, a comparison between Java
and Scala, Scala-specific features and functional programming idioms, and finally
a discussion about adopting Scala in existing Java teams and legacy projects.
After reading and using this tutorial, you'll come away with the skills in Scala to
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kick-start your productivity with this growing popular language. What You'll Learn
Tour Scala and learn the basic syntax, constructs, and how to use the REPL
Translate Java syntax that you already know into Scala Learn what Scala offers
over and above Java Become familiar with functional programming concepts and
idioms Gain tips and advice useful when transitioning existing Java projects to
Scala Who This Book Is For Java developers looking to transition to Scala. No
prior experience necessary in Scala.
Leverage the power of Scala with different tools to build scalable, robust data
science applications About This Book A complete guide for scalable data science
solutions, from data ingestion to data visualization Deploy horizontally scalable
data processing pipelines and take advantage of web frameworks to build
engaging visualizations Build functional, type-safe routines to interact with
relational and NoSQL databases with the help of tutorials and examples provided
Who This Book Is For If you are a Scala developer or data scientist, or if you
want to enter the field of data science, then this book will give you all the tools
you need to implement data science solutions. What You Will Learn Transform
and filter tabular data to extract features for machine learning Implement your
own algorithms or take advantage of MLLib's extensive suite of models to build
distributed machine learning pipelines Read, transform, and write data to both
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SQL and NoSQL databases in a functional manner Write robust routines to query
web APIs Read data from web APIs such as the GitHub or Twitter API Use Scala
to interact with MongoDB, which offers high performance and helps to store large
data sets with uncertain query requirements Create Scala web applications that
couple with JavaScript libraries such as D3 to create compelling interactive
visualizations Deploy scalable parallel applications using Apache Spark, loading
data from HDFS or Hive In Detail Scala is a multi-paradigm programming
language (it supports both object-oriented and functional programming) and
scripting language used to build applications for the JVM. Languages such as R,
Python, Java, and so on are mostly used for data science. It is particularly good
at analyzing large sets of data without any significant impact on performance and
thus Scala is being adopted by many developers and data scientists. Data
scientists might be aware that building applications that are truly scalable is hard.
Scala, with its powerful functional libraries for interacting with databases and
building scalable frameworks will give you the tools to construct robust data
pipelines. This book will introduce you to the libraries for ingesting, storing,
manipulating, processing, and visualizing data in Scala. Packed with real-world
examples and interesting data sets, this book will teach you to ingest data from
flat files and web APIs and store it in a SQL or NoSQL database. It will show you
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how to design scalable architectures to process and modelling your data, starting
from simple concurrency constructs such as parallel collections and futures,
through to actor systems and Apache Spark. As well as Scala's emphasis on
functional structures and immutability, you will learn how to use the right parallel
construct for the job at hand, minimizing development time without compromising
scalability. Finally, you will learn how to build beautiful interactive visualizations
using web frameworks. This book gives tutorials on some of the most common
Scala libraries for data science, allowing you to quickly get up to speed with
building data science and data engineering solutions. Style and approach A
tutorial with complete examples, this book will give you the tools to start building
useful data engineering and data science solutions straightaway
USE THE ACTOR MODEL TO BUILD SIMPLER SYSTEMS WITH BETTER
PERFORMANCE AND SCALABILITY Enterprise software development has
been much more difficult and failure-prone than it needs to be. Now, veteran
software engineer and author Vaughn Vernon offers an easier and more
rewarding method to succeeding with Actor model. Reactive Messaging Patterns
with the Actor Model shows how the reactive enterprise approach, Actor model,
Scala, and Akka can help you overcome previous limits of performance and
scalability, and skillfully address even the most challenging non-functional
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requirements. Reflecting his own cutting-edge work, Vernon shows architects
and developers how to translate the longtime promises of Actor model into
practical reality. First, he introduces the tenets of reactive software, and shows
how the message-driven Actor model addresses all of them–making it possible to
build systems that are more responsive, resilient, and elastic. Next, he presents a
practical Scala bootstrap tutorial, a thorough introduction to Akka and Akka
Cluster, and a full chapter on maximizing performance and scalability with Scala
and Akka. Building on this foundation, you’ll learn to apply enterprise application
and integration patterns to establish message channels and endpoints; efficiently
construct, route, and transform messages; and build robust systems that are
simpler and far more successful. Coverage Includes How reactive architecture
replaces complexity with simplicity throughout the core, middle, and edges The
characteristics of actors and actor systems, and how Akka makes them more
powerful Building systems that perform at scale on one or many computing
nodes Establishing channel mechanisms, and choosing appropriate channels for
each application and integration challenge Constructing messages to clearly
convey a sender’s intent in communicating with a receiver Implementing a
Process Manager for your Domain-Driven Designs Decoupling a message’s
source and destination, and integrating appropriate business logic into its router
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Understanding the transformations a message may experience in applications
and integrations Implementing persistent actors using Event Sourcing and
reactive views using CQRS Find unique online training on Domain-Driven
Design, Scala, Akka, and other software craftsmanship topics using the
for{comprehension} website at forcomprehension.com.
A completely revised edition, offering new design recipes for interactive programs
and support for images as plain values, testing, event-driven programming, and
even distributed programming. This introduction to programming places computer
science at the core of a liberal arts education. Unlike other introductory books, it
focuses on the program design process, presenting program design guidelines
that show the reader how to analyze a problem statement, how to formulate
concise goals, how to make up examples, how to develop an outline of the
solution, how to finish the program, and how to test it. Because learning to design
programs is about the study of principles and the acquisition of transferable skills,
the text does not use an off-the-shelf industrial language but presents a tailormade teaching language. For the same reason, it offers DrRacket, a
programming environment for novices that supports playful, feedback-oriented
learning. The environment grows with readers as they master the material in the
book until it supports a full-fledged language for the whole spectrum of
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programming tasks. This second edition has been completely revised. While the
book continues to teach a systematic approach to program design, the second
edition introduces different design recipes for interactive programs with graphical
interfaces and batch programs. It also enriches its design recipes for functions
with numerous new hints. Finally, the teaching languages and their IDE now
come with support for images as plain values, testing, event-driven programming,
and even distributed programming.
Get to grips with a new technology, understand what it is and what it can do for
you, and then get to work with the most important features and tasks.A practical,
quick, and hands-on guide to the Play Framework.This book is written for readers
interested in developing web applications with Java or Scala. A basic knowledge
of either Java or Scala is helpful. Prior experience with Play is not required.
Rust is a new systems programming language that combines the performance
and low-level control of C and C++ with memory safety and thread safety. Rust’s
modern, flexible types ensure your program is free of null pointer dereferences,
double frees, dangling pointers, and similar bugs, all at compile time, without
runtime overhead. In multi-threaded code, Rust catches data races at compile
time, making concurrency much easier to use. Written by two experienced
systems programmers, this book explains how Rust manages to bridge the gap
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between performance and safety, and how you can take advantage of it. Topics
include: How Rust represents values in memory (with diagrams) Complete
explanations of ownership, moves, borrows, and lifetimes Cargo, rustdoc, unit
tests, and how to publish your code on crates.io, Rust’s public package
repository High-level features like generic code, closures, collections, and
iterators that make Rust productive and flexible Concurrency in Rust: threads,
mutexes, channels, and atomics, all much safer to use than in C or C++ Unsafe
code, and how to preserve the integrity of ordinary code that uses it Extended
examples illustrating how pieces of the language fit together
Save time and trouble when using Scala to build object-oriented, functional, and
concurrent applications. With more than 250 ready-to-use recipes and 700 code
examples, this comprehensive cookbook covers the most common problems
you’ll encounter when using the Scala language, libraries, and tools. It’s ideal
not only for experienced Scala developers, but also for programmers learning to
use this JVM language. Author Alvin Alexander (creator of DevDaily.com)
provides solutions based on his experience using Scala for highly scalable,
component-based applications that support concurrency and distribution. Packed
with real-world scenarios, this book provides recipes for: Strings, numeric types,
and control structures Classes, methods, objects, traits, and packaging
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Functional programming in a variety of situations Collections covering Scala's
wealth of classes and methods Concurrency, using the Akka Actors library Using
the Scala REPL and the Simple Build Tool (SBT) Web services on both the client
and server sides Interacting with SQL and NoSQL databases Best practices in
Scala development
Learn to solve scientific computing problems using Scala and its numerical computing,
data processing, concurrency, and plotting libraries About This Book Parallelize your
numerical computing code using convenient and safe techniques. Accomplish common
high-performance, scientific computing goals in Scala. Learn about data visualization
and how to create high-quality scientific plots in Scala Who This Book Is For Scientists
and engineers who would like to use Scala for their scientific and numerical computing
needs. A basic familiarity with undergraduate level mathematics and statistics is
expected but not strictly required. A basic knowledge of Scala is required as well as the
ability to write simple Scala programs. However, complicated programming concepts
are not used in the book. Anyone who wants to explore using Scala for writing scientific
or engineering software will benefit from the book. What You Will Learn Write and read
a variety of popular file formats used to store scientific data Use Breeze for linear
algebra, optimization, and digital signal processing Gain insight into Saddle for data
analysis Use ScalaLab for interactive computing Quickly and conveniently write safe
parallel applications using Scala's parallel collections Implement and deploy concurrent
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programs using the Akka framework Use the Wisp plotting library to produce scientific
plots Visualize multivariate data using various visualization techniques In Detail Scala is
a statically typed, Java Virtual Machine (JVM)-based language with strong support for
functional programming. There exist libraries for Scala that cover a range of common
scientific computing tasks – from linear algebra and numerical algorithms to convenient
and safe parallelization to powerful plotting facilities. Learning to use these to perform
common scientific tasks will allow you to write programs that are both fast and easy to
write and maintain. We will start by discussing the advantages of using Scala over other
scientific computing platforms. You will discover Scala packages that provide the
functionality you have come to expect when writing scientific software. We will explore
using Scala's Breeze library for linear algebra, optimization, and signal processing. We
will then proceed to the Saddle library for data analysis. If you have experience in R or
with Python's popular pandas library you will learn how to translate those skills to
Saddle. If you are new to data analysis, you will learn basic concepts of Saddle as well.
Well will explore the numerical computing environment called ScalaLab. It comes
bundled with a lot of scientific software readily available. We will use it for interactive
computing, data analysis, and visualization. In the following chapters, we will explore
using Scala's powerful parallel collections for safe and convenient parallel
programming. Topics such as the Akka concurrency framework will be covered. Finally,
you will learn about multivariate data visualization and how to produce professionalPage 28/41
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looking plots in Scala easily. After reading the book, you should have more than
enough information on how to start using Scala as your scientific computing platform
Style and approach Examples are provided on how to use Scala to do basic numerical
and scientific computing tasks. All the concepts are illustrated with more involved
examples in each chapter. The goal of the book is to allow you to translate existing
experience in scientific computing to Scala.
It's all in the name: Learn You a Haskell for Great Good! is a hilarious, illustrated guide
to this complex functional language. Packed with the author's original artwork, pop
culture references, and most importantly, useful example code, this book teaches
functional fundamentals in a way you never thought possible. You'll start with the kid
stuff: basic syntax, recursion, types and type classes. Then once you've got the basics
down, the real black belt master-class begins: you'll learn to use applicative functors,
monads, zippers, and all the other mythical Haskell constructs you've only read about in
storybooks. As you work your way through the author's imaginative (and occasionally
insane) examples, you'll learn to: –Laugh in the face of side effects as you wield purely
functional programming techniques –Use the magic of Haskell's "laziness" to play with
infinite sets of data –Organize your programs by creating your own types, type classes,
and modules –Use Haskell's elegant input/output system to share the genius of your
programs with the outside world Short of eating the author's brain, you will not find a
better way to learn this powerful language than reading Learn You a Haskell for Great
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Good!
Hands-on Scala teaches you how to use the Scala programming language in a
practical, project-based fashion. This book is designed to quickly teach an existing
programmer everything needed to go from "hello world" to building production
applications like interactive websites, parallel web crawlers, and distributed systems in
Scala. In the process you will learn how to use the Scala language to solve challenging
problems in an elegant and intuitive manner.
Praise for the first edition: "The well-written, comprehensive book...[is] aiming to
become a de facto reference for the language and its features and capabilities. The
pace is appropriate for beginners; programming concepts are introduced progressively
through a range of examples and then used as tools for building applications in various
domains, including sophisticated data structures and algorithms...Highly recommended.
Students of all levels, faculty, and professionals/practitioners.? —D. Papamichail,
University of Miami in CHOICE Magazine ? Mark Lewis’?Introduction to the Art of
Programming Using Scala?was the first textbook to use Scala for introductory CS
courses. Fully revised and expanded, the new edition of this popular text has been
divided into two books. Introduction to Programming and Problem-Solving Using Scala
is designed to be used in first semester college classrooms to teach students beginning
programming with Scala. The book focuses on the key topics students need to know in
an introductory course, while also highlighting the features that make Scala a great
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programming language to learn. The book is filled with end-of-chapter projects and
exercises, and the authors have also posted a number of different supplements on the
book website. Video lectures for each chapter in the book are also available on
YouTube. The videos show construction of code from the ground up and this type of
"live coding" is invaluable for learning to program, as it allows students into the mind of
a more experienced programmer, where they can see the thought processes
associated with the development of the code. About the Authors Mark Lewis is a
Professor at Trinity University. He teaches a number of different courses, spanning
from first semester introductory courses to advanced seminars. His research interests
included simulations and modeling, programming languages, and numerical modeling
of rings around planets with nearby moons.? Lisa Lacher is an Assistant Professor at
the University of Houston, Clear Lake with over 25 years of professional software
development experience. She teaches a number of different courses spanning from first
semester introductory courses to graduate level courses. Her research interests include
Computer Science Education, Agile Software Development, Human Computer
Interaction and Usability Engineering, as well as Measurement and Empirical Software
Engineering.
Get up to speed on Scala, the JVM language that offers all the benefits of a modern
object model, functional programming, and an advanced type system. Packed with
code examples, this comprehensive book shows you how to be productive with the
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language and ecosystem right away, and explains why Scala is ideal for today's highly
scalable, data-centric applications that support concurrency and distribution. This
second edition covers recent language features, with new chapters on pattern
matching, comprehensions, and advanced functional programming. You’ll also learn
about Scala’s command-line tools, third-party tools, libraries, and language-aware
plugins for editors and IDEs. This book is ideal for beginning and advanced Scala
developers alike. Program faster with Scala’s succinct and flexible syntax Dive into
basic and advanced functional programming (FP) techniques Build killer big-data apps,
using Scala’s functional combinators Use traits for mixin composition and pattern
matching for data extraction Learn the sophisticated type system that combines FP and
object-oriented programming concepts Explore Scala-specific concurrency tools,
including Akka Understand how to develop rich domain-specific languages Learn good
design techniques for building scalable and robust Scala applications
Practical FP in Scala: A hands-on approach, is a book for intermediate to advanced
Scala developers. Aimed at those who understand functional effects, referential
transparency and the benefits of functional programming to some extent but who are
missing some pieces to put all these concepts together to build a large application in a
time-constrained manner.Throughout the chapters we will design, architect and develop
a complete stateful application serving an API via HTTP, accessing a database and
dealing with cached data, using the best practices and best functional libraries available
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in the Cats ecosystem.You will also learn about common design patterns such as
managing state, error handling and anti-patterns, all accompanied by clear examples.
Furthermore, at the end of the book, we will dive into some advanced concepts such as
MTL, Classy Optics and Typeclass derivation.
Scala is a modern programming language for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that
combines the best features of object-oriented and functional programming languages.
Using Scala, you can write programs more concisely than in Java, as well as leverage
the full power of concurrency. Since Scala runs on the JVM, it can access any Java
library and is interoperable with Java frameworks. Scala for the Impatient concisely
shows developers what Scala can do and how to do it. In this book, Cay Horstmann,
the principal author of the international best-selling Core Java™, offers a rapid, codebased introduction that’s completely practical. Horstmann introduces Scala concepts
and techniques in “blog-sized” chunks that you can quickly master and apply. Handson activities guide you through well-defined stages of competency, from basic to expert.
Coverage includes Getting started quickly with Scala’s interpreter, syntax, tools, and
unique idioms Mastering core language features: functions, arrays, maps, tuples,
packages, imports, exception handling, and more Becoming familiar with objectoriented programming in Scala: classes, inheritance, and traits Using Scala for realworld programming tasks: working with files, regular expressions, and XML Working
with higher-order functions and the powerful Scala collections library Leveraging
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Scala’s powerful pattern matching and case classes Creating concurrent programs
with Scala actors Implementing domain-specific languages Understanding the Scala
type system Applying advanced “power tools” such as annotations, implicits, and
delimited continuations Scala is rapidly reaching a tipping point that will reshape the
experience of programming. This book will help object-oriented programmers build on
their existing skills, allowing them to immediately construct useful applications as they
gradually master advanced programming techniques.
A catalog of solutions to commonly occurring design problems, presenting 23 patterns
that allow designers to create flexible and reusable designs for object-oriented
software. Describes the circumstances in which each pattern is applicable, and
discusses the consequences and trade-offs of using the pattern within a larger design.
Patterns are compiled from real systems, and include code for implementation in objectoriented programming languages like C++ and Smalltalk. Includes a bibliography.
Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

The release of Java SE 8 introduced significant enhancements that impact the
Core Java technologies and APIs at the heart of the Java platform. Many old
Java idioms are no longer required and new features like lambda expressions will
increase programmer productivity, but navigating these changes can be
challenging. Core Java for the Impatient is a complete but concise guide to Java
SE 8. Written by Cay Horstmann--the author of Java SE 8 for the Really
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Impatient and Core Java(tm), the classic, two-volume introduction to the Java
language--this indispensable new tutorial offers a faster, easier pathway for
learning the language and libraries. Given the size of the language and the scope
of the new features introduced in Java SE 8, there's plenty of material to cover,
but it's presented in small chunks organized for quick access and easy
understanding. If you're an experienced programmer, Horstmann's practical
insights and sample code will help you quickly take advantage of lambda
expressions (closures), streams, and other Java language and platform
improvements. Horstmann covers everything developers need to know about
modern Java, including Crisp and effective coverage of lambda expressions,
enabling you to express actions with a concise syntax A thorough introduction to
the new streams API, which makes working with data far more flexible and
efficient A treatment of concurrent programming that encourages you to design
your programs in terms of cooperating tasks instead of low-level threads and
locks Up-to-date coverage of new libraries like Date and Time Other new
features that will be especially valuable for server-side or mobile programmers
Whether you are just getting started with modern Java or are an experienced
developer, this guide will be invaluable for anyone who wants to write tomorrow's
most robust, efficient, and secure Java code.
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Scala is now an established programming language developed by Martin
Oderskey and his team at the EPFL. The name Scala is derived from Sca(lable)
La(nguage). Scala is a multi-paradigm language, incorporating object oriented
approaches with functional programming. Although some familiarity with standard
computing concepts is assumed (such as the idea of compiling a program and
executing this compiled from etc.) and with basic procedural language concepts
(such as variables and allocation of values to these variables) the early chapters
of the book do not assume any familiarity with object orientation nor with
functional programming These chapters also step through other concepts with
which the reader may not be familiar (such as list processing). From this
background, the book provides a practical introduction to both object and
functional approaches using Scala. These concepts are introduced through
practical experience taking the reader beyond the level of the language syntax to
the philosophy and practice of object oriented development and functional
programming. Students and those actively involved in the software industry will
find this comprehensive introduction to Scala invaluable.
Summary Functional Programming in Scala is a serious tutorial for programmers
looking to learn FP and apply it to the everyday business of coding. The book
guides readers from basic techniques to advanced topics in a logical, concise,
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and clear progression. In it, you'll find concrete examples and exercises that
open up the world of functional programming. Purchase of the print book includes
a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About
the Technology Functional programming (FP) is a style of software development
emphasizing functions that don't depend on program state. Functional code is
easier to test and reuse, simpler to parallelize, and less prone to bugs than other
code. Scala is an emerging JVM language that offers strong support for FP. Its
familiar syntax and transparent interoperability with Java make Scala a great
place to start learning FP. About the Book Functional Programming in Scala is a
serious tutorial for programmers looking to learn FP and apply it to their everyday
work. The book guides readers from basic techniques to advanced topics in a
logical, concise, and clear progression. In it, you'll find concrete examples and
exercises that open up the world of functional programming. This book assumes
no prior experience with functional programming. Some prior exposure to Scala
or Java is helpful. What's Inside Functional programming concepts The whys and
hows of FP How to write multicore programs Exercises and checks for
understanding About the Authors Paul Chiusano and Rúnar Bjarnason are
recognized experts in functional programming with Scala and are core
contributors to the Scalaz library. Table of Contents PART 1 INTRODUCTION
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TO FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING What is functional programming? Getting
started with functional programming in Scala Functional data structures Handling
errors without exceptions Strictness and laziness Purely functional state PART 2
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN AND COMBINATOR LIBRARIES Purely functional
parallelism Property-based testing Parser combinators PART 3 COMMON
STRUCTURES IN FUNCTIONAL DESIGN Monoids Monads Applicative and
traversable functors PART 4 EFFECTS AND I/O External effects and I/O Local
effects and mutable state Stream processing and incremental I/O
Summary Scala in Action is a comprehensive tutorial that introduces Scala
through clear explanations and numerous hands-on examples. Because Scala is
a rich and deep language, it can be daunting to absorb all the new concepts at
once. This book takes a "how-to" approach, explaining language concepts as you
explore familiar programming challenges that you face in your day-to-day work.
About the Technology Scala runs on the JVM and combines object-orientation
with functional programming. It's designed to produce succinct, type-safe code,
which is crucial for enterprise applications. Scala implements Actor-based
concurrency through the amazing Akka framework, so you can avoid Java's
messy threading while interacting seamlessly with Java. About this Book Scala in
Action is a comprehensive tutorial that introduces the language through clear
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explanations and numerous hands-on examples. It takes a "how to" approach,
explaining language concepts as you explore familiar programming tasks. You'll
tackle concurrent programming in Akka, learn to work with Scala and Spring, and
learn how to build DSLs and other productivity tools. You'll learn both the
language and how to use it. Experience with Java is helpful but not required.
Ruby and Python programmers will also find this book accessible. What's Inside
A Scala tutorial How to use Java and Scala open source libraries How to use
SBT Test-driven development Debugging Updated for Scala 2.10 Purchase of
the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from
Manning Publications. About the Author Nilanjan Raychaudhuri is a skilled
developer, speaker, and an avid polyglot programmer who works with Scala on
production systems. Table of Contents PART 1 SCALA: THE BASICS Why
Scala? Getting started OOP in Scala Having fun with functional data structures
Functional programming PART 2 WORKING WITH SCALA Building web
applications in functional style Connecting to a database Building scalable and
extensible components Concurrency programming in Scala Building confidence
with testing PART 3 ADVANCED STEPS Interoperability between Scala and
Java Scalable and distributed applications using Akka
Are you looking for a deeper understanding of the Java™ programming language
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so that you can write code that is clearer, more correct, more robust, and more
reusable? Look no further! Effective Java™, Second Edition, brings together
seventy-eight indispensable programmer’s rules of thumb: working, best-practice
solutions for the programming challenges you encounter every day. This highly
anticipated new edition of the classic, Jolt Award-winning work has been
thoroughly updated to cover Java SE 5 and Java SE 6 features introduced since
the first edition. Bloch explores new design patterns and language idioms,
showing you how to make the most of features ranging from generics to enums,
annotations to autoboxing. Each chapter in the book consists of several “items”
presented in the form of a short, standalone essay that provides specific advice,
insight into Java platform subtleties, and outstanding code examples. The
comprehensive descriptions and explanations for each item illuminate what to do,
what not to do, and why. Highlights include: New coverage of generics, enums,
annotations, autoboxing, the for-each loop, varargs, concurrency utilities, and
much more Updated techniques and best practices on classic topics, including
objects, classes, libraries, methods, and serialization How to avoid the traps and
pitfalls of commonly misunderstood subtleties of the language Focus on the
language and its most fundamental libraries: java.lang, java.util, and, to a lesser
extent, java.util.concurrent and java.io Simply put, Effective Java™, Second
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Edition, presents the most practical, authoritative guidelines available for writing
efficient, well-designed programs.
This book is a must-have tutorial for software developers aiming to write
concurrent programs in Scala, or broaden their existing knowledge of
concurrency. This book is intended for Scala programmers that have no prior
knowledge about concurrent programming, as well as those seeking to broaden
their existing knowledge about concurrency. Basic knowledge of the Scala
programming language will be helpful. Readers with a solid knowledge in another
programming language, such as Java, should find this book easily accessible.
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